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The Most Radioactive Man on Earth Has the Kindest Heart

Na ot o Ma t su m u ra , a  53-y ea r-old fift h -gen era t ion  rice fa rm er, ret u rn ed t o h is con t a m in a t ed h om e

n ea r Ja pa n 's Fu ku sh im a  power pla n t  t o ca re for  h is cows: Courtesy of VICE

(http://w w w .vice.com /read/radioactive-man-japan) .

This 18-minute video by VICE Japan (http://www.vice.com/read/radioactive-man-japan) profiles Naoto

Matsumura, a 53-year-old fifth-generation rice farmer who went back into the dead zone

around Japan's Fukushima nuclear power plant to take care of his cows (and pigs, cats, dogs, and

ostriches), and then stayed there. If you're wondering why anyone would live in a place with >17

times normal radiation, Naoto, in the video, explains his rationale on moral grounds. Including this

(http://www.vice.com/read/radioactive-man-japan) :

Our dogs didn't get fed for the first few days. When I did eventually feed them, the

neighbors' dogs started going crazy. I went over to check on them and found that they were

all still tied up. Everyone in town left thinking they would be back home in a week or so, I

guess. From then on, I fed all the cats and dogs every day. They couldn’t stand the wait, so

they’d all gather around barking up a storm as soon as they heard my truck. Everywhere I

went there was always barking. Like, 'we’re thirsty' or, 'we don’t have any food.' So I just

kept making the rounds."
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As for the filmmakers, Ivan Kovac and Jeffrey Jousan, here's some of what they had to say

(http://www.vice.com/read/radioactive-man-japan) :

The radiation dosage per hour inside Naoto’s house, as measured by the Geiger counter we

brought with us, is two microsieverts per hour, and outside our reader spiked to

seven microsieverts. When we asked Doctor Hiroyuki Koide at the Kyoto University Research

Reactor Institute how bad this was for Naoto, he said, "Japanese law states that any

location with an hourly dosage exceeding 0.6 microsieverts [per hour] should be designated

as a radiation-controlled area and closed off to the general populace. Once inside a

radiation-controlled area you can’t drink the water, and you really shouldn’t eat anything.

It’s inconceivable to me that a normal person could live there."

All of the other ~15,000 residents of Naoto's town still live in shelters—except for Naoto and his

animals. And they're not going anywhere, say the filmmakers.
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JULIA WHITTY (/authors/julia-whitty) Environmental Correspondent

Julia Whitty is the environmental correspondent for Mother Jones. Her latest book is Deep Blue Home (

http://julia.whitty.googlepages .com/home ) : An Intimate Ecology of Our Wild Ocean. For more of her stories,

click here (http://www.motherjones .com/authors /julia-whitty) . RSS (/RSS/AUTHORS/666) |
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Two years after the disaster in Japan, at least a dozen nuclear power plants in the US have had meltdown scares.

Fu ku sh im a  Ra dia t ion  Giv es Rise t o Mu t a n t  Bu t t erflies? (/bl ue-mar bl e/201 2/08/fuk ushi ma-r adi ati on-causi ng-

mutati ons-butter f l i es-0)

Researchers have found highly increased rates of mutations in butterflies following last year's nuclear disaster in Japan.

Birds Nea r Fu ku sh im a  Hit  Ha rder T h a n  a t  Ch ern oby l  (/bl ue-mar bl e/201 2/02/bi r ds-near -fuk ushi ma-hi t-har der -

cher noby l )

A new study suggests an ominous future for birds in range of Japan's nuclear disaster.

Creepy  Ch ern oby l  Birdson g  (/bl ue-mar bl e/201 2/04/cher noby l -deadl i er -femal e-mal e-bi r ds)

Male birds sing more in Chernobyl's most contaminated areas but that's only because there are hardly any females to be

found.
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(http://disqus.com/Gary_of_the_Browncoats/)

So sad.

 (http://di squs.com/dv dd) dv dd a n d 2  m or e liked th is (#) Like  

(http://disqus.com/facebook-

100003255676497/)

and he is smoking a cigarette! you go old man! ha

 (http://di squs.com/dv dd) dv dd a n d 8  m or e liked th is (#) Like  

(http://disqus.com/facebook-

709055569/)

You get about 2.7 μSv/h (microseiverts/hour) when you ride on a plane. Not all radiation is equivalent.

Sieverts are based upon the biological effects of radiation so it is the unit commonly used to compare

radiation's death and illness causing potential. Albert Stevens in 1945 was injected with plutonium and

for 21 years was exposed to about 300 μSv/h before he died of heart disease. The standards for

radiation exposure are much more strict than most people realize. In conclusion Naoto Matsumura will

probably double his risk of getting cancer in the end.

 (http://di squs.com/facebook -1 00002690227 024) Ch r istoph er  Ea r le a n d 6  m or e liked th is (#) Like  

(http://disqus.com/facebook-

1231067743/)

At that rate in 200 years he might accumulate a fatal dose.  Ramsar in iran has natural radioactivity that

is about 0.8 microsieverts per hour, and almost undetectable impact on health.  This guy is only at about

3-10 times that level.  And yes flying gives you a similar dose of up to about 6-10 microsievert per hour.

So airline staff must be dying at a hugely increased rate - oh wait, no they aren't (less than 1% increase

in total cancer risk)

Like  

(http://disqus.com/twitter-

460219979/)

At that rate of microsieverts, he is definitely masturbating more than usual. When I was injected with

sieverts, I couldn't stop thinking about Jeb Bush. I'm not gay, and i don't like the Bushes, but that's what
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sieverts'll do to ya!

Like  
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RIGHT ON!

Like  
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How can we support him, with donations and such? THAT would be useful info...
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I can understand.I have raised more livestock in the past than the lttle bit I got now.It would drive me

nuts to turn my back on suffering animals.

It just gets imprinted on you that those animals totally depend on you for their well being.

Tom T Hall wrote a real good song about this,Who's Going to Feed Those Hogs.
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(http://disqus.com/Cynops/)

He is nowhere near the most radioactive person on earth. Russia and the Ukraine have tens of

thousands of people who have been exposed to vastly higher levels of radiation. You need to stop with

the idiotic overhyped headlines.

Like  

(http://disqus.com/cnico/)

Governmental radiation standards are necessarily extremely conservative... as are all scientifically-

derived risk assessment numbers, conservatism on top of conservatism for human protection reasons.

That said, I am so glad this guy stayed... and so happy he helped and is helping the animals.  Wonder if

the govt is helping with feeding costs?... if not, there should be a paypal link.
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